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of this u Ucation is to serve as an organ of As ury
Theological Seminary for the dissemination of material of interest
and value rimarily to its immediate constituency of alumni, stu
dents and friends, ut also to a roader readershi of churchmen,
theologians, students and other interested ersons.
Material u lished in this ournal a ears here ecause of its in
trinsic value in the on-going discussion of theological issues. While
this u lication does not retend to com ete with those theological
ournals s eciali ing in articles of technical scholarshi , it affirms
a commitment to rigorous standards of academic integrity and
ro hetic forthrightness.
The

ur ose

George Allen

Turner

A Tri ute

y
This issue of The

George

Frank Bateman

As ury

Stanger

Seminarian is

a

dedicatory

tri ute to

Allen Turner, Ph.D., D.Litt., who will e retired at the
Commencement after serving
years on the faculty of As

Theological Seminary

as

Early
George

Allen Turner

Professor of Bi lical Literature.

ury

Life and Education
orn in

Wills oro, NY on August ,
. His father, Charles Doyle Turner, who had een a car enter in
New York City, ecame a farmer when he moved to Esse County in
the northern art of the state. He was a stalwart, hard-working,
intensely moral erson. George s mother, Bertha Hayes Turner, a
school teacher,

dee

was

was

active in the Methodist Church and

a woman

of

faith.

When Dr. Turner

remained

on

was

only

the farm until age

years of age, his father died. He
in order to hel maintain the farm

o erations.
During his teens George was converted in a tent revival series held
y a grou of Free Methodists from Burlington, VT. Shortly

thereafter he

ecame

a

mem er of the Free Methodist Church.

thorough and e tensive. He attended
the A. M. Ches orough Seminary, a two-year unior college in North
he received the A.B. degree from Greenville
Chili, NY. In
and
two
years later the B.D. degree from Greenville
College IL
College School of Religion.
He was graduated from the Bi lical Seminary in New York with
and the S.T.M. degree in
. In
he
the S.T.B. degree in
entered the Harvard University Divinity School MA from which he
. His doctoral thesis was entitled
received the Ph.D. degree in
Dr. Turner s education

Dr. Frank Bateman

Seminary,
University

was

As ury Theological
degrees from Tem le
several honorary degrees.

Stanger

is President of

hie holds the S.T.M. and S.T.D.
as

well

as

me

semmarian

ASDury

Is Entire Sanctification

Scri tural An A raisal of the Wesleyan
The Bi lical Basis for the Most Distinctive Doctrine of
Methodism. He has done ostdoctoral studies at New York Univer
Message.

sity

and Yale

Divinity

School

CT .

Vocational Activities

During

astored

his
a

days

in Bi lical

Seminary

Dutch Reformed Church

on

in New York, Dr. Turner
Long Island. Between his

time in New York and his enrollment in Harvard Divinity School, he
taught for si years at Wessington S rings College in Wessington

S rings, SD. During four
gational Christian Church.

of those years, he

While at Harvard, he served

Harvard
of

a

astor

as

to

Congregational Church, Brookline,

Free Methodist Church in

After the

astored

young
MA, and

a

Congre

eo le
as

the

Clinton, MA.

in the

astor

com letion of his residence work at Harvard Divinity
School in
, with only the dissertation to e com leted. Dr.
Turner ecame a mem er of the faculty of As ury Theological
Seminary. His thesis was com leted during the following year and
the Ph.D. degree was received in
.
at
ten
of
his
Theological Seminary, Dr.
early
years
As
ury
During
Turner astored a United Congregational Church in Russellville,
to
he served as the su erintendent of the
OH. From
Kentucky-Tennessee conference of the Free Methodist Church.

Marriage

and

Family

George met Lucile Mcintosh in Mitchell, SD. He was there to
s eak at a Free Methodist district uarterly meeting where Lucile
love at first sight. A
was leading the singing. Perha s it was
courtshi soon develo ed and George and Lucile were united in holy
.
matrimony on Octo er ,
Two children have

,

an

lessed their marital union Allen Charles,

anthro ologist

and Carol,

now

now

, former school teacher,

mother of three children, and the wife of the director of admissions
at Greenville College. The Turners are the roud grand arents of five

grandchildren.

At

As ury Theological Seminary

distinguished career as a mem er
As ury Theological Seminary. At first, he taught

Dr. Turner has had

faculty

at

a

of the
in the

A Tri ute
area

of

of church

history.

English Bi le,

continued to

In addition

Soon he

ecame the head of the

and his

teaching activities
e in this academic disci line.
to his teaching res onsi ilities,

across

de artment

the years have

Dr. Turner has served

a mem er of most of the
acting
im ortant faculty committees curriculum and instruction,
rofessional research, admissions, li rary, honorary degree, and
faculty retreat. Currently, as the result of an election y his
colleagues, he is serving as the chairman of the im ortant faculty
concerns committee, which is the liaison
etween As ury Theo
and
trustees.
logical Seminary faculty
Dr. Turner s teaching has always een characteri ed
y the ursuit
of academic e cellence, a assion for doctrinal
and
a concern
urity,
for the s iritual formation of his students.
Dr. G. Her ert Livingston, longtime colleague of Dr. Turner on
the faculty of As ury Theological
Seminary, was rivileged to have
Dr. Turner as a teacher,
oth at Wessington S rings College in
and at As ury Theological Seminary in
. Dr. Turner s first
on
the
year
Seminary faculty was Dr. Livingston s first year as a
Seminary student.
Dr. Livingston comments concerning Dr. Turner as a teacher

divisional chairman and

as

He

as

always a very roficient teacher. His inductive
teaching the Bi le was very im ressive. He also
served as roctor of the Boys Dorm in Wessington S rings.
I got well ac uainted with him at the time. He always took
the ranks of the students in good stride. At all times he was
an e tremely careful scholar. He is
e tremely am itious. He
tends to overwork in his academic ursuits.
was

method in

Dr. Turner has had a career-long interest in the Holy Land, the
Middle East, and i lical archaeology. He has led many tours to the
Holy Land and has artici ated in many archaeological digs. He

has also

een

greatly

concerned a out

at ATS

lists the

theological

education in

mission lands and has lectured and taught in many mission schools.
Dr. Turner has een an e tremely roductive author. The B. L.
Fisher

Li rary

Is Entire

Message.

following

Sanctification Scri tural

An

A

u lications y him

raisal of the Wesleyan
of

The Bi lical Basis for The Most Distinctive Doctrine

The

Methodism,
MA,

As ury Seminarian

Doctoral thesis. Harvard University,

.

The More E cellent Way The
Scri tural Basis
Message. Light and Life Press,
.
the
Bi
le
Studies in the Ma or Books
E loring

of

Cam ridge,

the

Wesleyan

of the Bi le, Using
Inductive Method of A
roach. As ury Theological
.
Seminary Press,
Portals to Bi le Books Studies in the
Ma or Books of the Bi le
Using the Inductive Method of A roach. As ury Theological
.
Seminary Press,
The Doctrine of Sanctification, in The Doctrinal Distinctives
of
the

As ury Theological Seminary,
The Herald

The

Press,

th Anniversary Pu lication .

.

Gos el of John An Evangelical Commentary, co-authorshi
.
Mantey . Eerdmans,
The Vision Which Transforms Is Christian Perfection Scri tural
with Julius R.
Beacon Hill

Phili

ians

.
Press,
Colossians, in The Wesleyan Bi le Commentary.

and

Eerdmans,

.

Holiness and Social Tensions,
Beacon Hill Press,
.

in The Word and the Doctrine.

Koinonia, The New Testament Church, y mem ers of the Faculty
of As ury Theological Seminary. The As ury Theological

.
Seminary Press,
Historical Geogra hy of the Holy Land. Baker
Evaluation of the Seminar in Perfect Love

Press,

Book

.

The New and Living
He rews.

Way

A Fresh

Bethany Fellowshi

E

Press,

In addition to the

y

to

the

.

Life.

Beacon Hill

a ove, the B. L. Fisher Li rary has

articles and reviews written

Evangel

osition of the E istle

Christian Holiness in Scri ture, in History and in
.
Press,
over

.

House,

and War.

a

record of

Dr. Turner.

Honors
Dr. Turner has received many well-deserved honors. He is an
of the American School of Oriental Research. In

honorary fellow
he

was

voted Man-of-the-Year

NY ,
College.
and in

ville

In

y Ro erts Wesleyan College
, Distinguished Alumnus of the Year y Green
Greenville College conferred u on him the

A Tri ute

honorary degree of Doctor of Letters. In
, on the occasion of the
fiftieth anniversary of As ury Theological Seminary, he was one of
the
ersons receiving the Distinguished Service Award.
The Man
It has

een my

rivilege

to

minister with Dr. Turner at the

decades. Three words characteri e him in
Seminary
nearly
my thinking commitment, crusading, com assion.
George Turner is a dee ly committed erson. He is wholeheartedly
committed to Jesus Christ, the Church of Jesus Christ, the Wesleyan
theological osition, and to teaching religious truth as a divinely
a ointed vocation. He is am itious, energetic, and industrious in
his res onses to that to which he is fully committed. He gives
evidence of an intense dogmatism in his theological convictions, ut
at the same time he is o en-minded to truth and always willing to
for

two

listen.

He is
In

a

a

real

committed churchman of the Free Methodist

sense

he

was

ersuasion.

the founder of the Free Methodist Church in

society actually egan in meetings in the Turner home
. He has fulfilled many
Gillis ie
ositions of
res onsi ility in his local church, serving as chairman of the oard
of trustees and as a mem er of the im ortant finance and astoral
Wilmore. This
on

Street in

relations committees.

George Turner is well known for his relentless crusading s irit.
Among my first official contacts with him was when very early in my
administration at the Seminary he a roached me a out signing a
resolution su orting full integration in the Jessamine County
schools. This was at the eginning of a social reform crusade under
his leadershi which ultimately led to a successful court case and the
esta lishment of a fully integrated school system locally.
He is also a crusader in relation to doctrinal urity. I am told that
he layed an active role at the time of the theological tensions which
revailed at the Seminary during the early s. During his tenure at
een insistent that whenever theological
the Seminary, he has
on the side of the Seminary s historic
resolved
e
tensions arise, they
Wesleyan osition.
George Turner has often suffered ecause of his crusading s irit.
But he is always willing to ay the full rice for wholehearted
commitment to rinci les and olicies which he considers almost
dearer than life itself

George

with

Turner is

for all to

erson of great

com assion. His heart thro s
eo le everywhere. He has always striven
en oy e ual rights. Community to him means rotherhood

concern

and

a

care

for

and sisterhood.
In times of

dialogue and conflict, George is often lunt and frank
in his remarks and this sometimes gives the a earance of harshness.
But always within is the heart of com assion, a truly astoral heart.

He ossesses a sense of wry humor which is often his method in
satirical attack. The very kind of humor which he manifests is athed
in res ect and affection.
The other

day during a conversation with Lucile a out George s
teaching ministry which has s anned more than three
decades at the Seminary, she remarked with a radiant confidence in
her voice
And he would do it all over again. Truly such an

life and his

affirmation is the ca stone of his wholehearted commitment to the
Seminary and his uncom romising love for the institution he has

long and so well.
a dedicated
today we ay tri ute to George Allen Turner
Christian, committed churchman, com assionate crusader, skilled

served

so

So

teacher, influential author, and devoted friend.

Yahweh is
the True God
y

G. Her ert

Livingston

During the reign of King Aha of the northern kingdom of Israel,
religious commitment arose and came to a clima while
Eli ah served the Lord as His ro het. The crisis egan with King
Aha s marriage to Je e el, a rincess of Sidon. The story is told in I
.
Kings
through
This study will concentrate on several key assages. The New
International Version will e uoted, unless otherwise stated.

a

crisis of

Eli ah
waver

Him

efore the

went

etween two

eo le
o inions

and

said, How long will

you

If the Lord is God, follow
ut if Baal is God, follow Him
I Kgs.
.

At the time of the

evening sacrifice, the ro het Eli ah
ste ed forward and rayed O Lord, God of A raham,
Isaac and Israel, let it e known today that you are God in
Israel and that I

things

these
you

your servant and have done all these
at your command. Answer, O Lord, answer me, so
eo le will know that you, O Lord, are God, and that

are

turning

am

their hearts

ack

again.

urned u the sacrifice, the
and also hcked u the water in

Then the fire of the Lord fell and

wood,

the stones, and the

soil,

the trench.

this, they fell rostrate and cried,
The Lord, He is God The Lord, He is God

When all the

Then

Eli ah

eo le

saw

commanded them, Sei e the

Don t let anyone get

away

ro hets

They sei ed them,

of Baal.

and

Eli ah

Livingston is Professor of Old Testament at As ury
.
Theological Seminary. He oined the ATS faculty in

Dr. G. Her ert

The

had them
tered there.

And

rought

down to the Kishon

As ury Seminarian
and

Valley

slaugh

Eli ah said to Aha , Go, eat and drink, for there is the
a heavy rain. So Aha
went off to eat and drink,
Eli ah clim ed to the to of Carmel, ent down to the

sound of
ut

ground and

ut his face

etween his knees.

Go and look toward the sea, he told his servant. And he
went u
and looked.

There is

nothing there,

Seven times

Eli ah said,

he said.
Go

The seventh time the servant
man s hand is

So

Eli ah said,

and go down

rising

ack.

re orted,

A cloud

as

small

as a

from the sea.

Go and tell

Aha , Hitch u

efore the rain sto s

your chariot

you.

Meanwhile, the sky grew lack with clouds, the wind rose, a
heavy rain came on and Aha rode off to Je reel. The ower
of the Lord came u on Eli ah and, tucking his cloak into his
elt, he ran ahead of Aha all the way to Je reel I Kgs.
- .
Pertinent te tual matters in the Masoretic He rew te t of these
assages, com ared with ancient versions, will e considered, and
then the assages will e viewed in terms of the larger conte t. The
literary organi ation and movement and the themes and genres

of the conte t

I Kgs.

will e analy ed and evaluated.
religious setting of the crisis will e sum

Ne t, the historical and
mari ed, oth from the information in the

i lical

te t

and from

information availa le in other ancient Near Eastern literature. The

inter ersonal relationshi s of the individuals and grou s artic
i ating in the crisis will e highlighted as the te t is e amined in terms
of content. Significant theological conce ts, es ecially the conce t of
covenant, will e elucidated and their earing on constructing a revelant message for today will e e lored.

The Condition of the Te t
The te tual variants in I

are not numerous and all are
Kings
significance. The Greek version shows that the key ro lem is
knowing how to translate the sense of Eli ah s uestion ade uately.
In the He rew te t, the first key word is osihim which is a
artici le, designating continuous action, and referring to lim ing
on cri
led legs. Me hi oseth, son of Jonathan, is several times
descri ed as lame in oth of his feet, ecause his nurse dro ed him
in a moment of anic II Sam.
. One grou of hys
are
called
lame
in
II
Samuel
ically handica ed
, . The fact
that the ro hets of Baal are said to lim as they danced a out the
altar II Kgs.
indicates that a simulated lim had religious
significance.
In II Samuel
, the total statement of Eli ah to the eo le
shows that he intended lameness to carry a meta horical sense. The
eo le s s iritual indecision is com ara le to having cri led feet.
The second key word in verse
is se iffah, a feminine noun
having a sym olic or meta horical im ort. In its literal sense, the
word means to e s lit, roken or divided. Hence in Judges
,

of little

the RSV has clefts of the rocks whereas NIV has

Isaiah

overhanging crags. In relationshi to trees the term
or
, ecause they divide
oughs Is.
or fork off the main trunk of the tree. A meta horical e tension of
this feature can e seen in Isaiah
and E ekiel
- , desig
the term ecomes more
nating rulers as ranches. In Psalm
a stract. See dou le-minded in RSV and NIV,
ut, strangely,
cave

means

and

ranches

in KJV. The conditional sentence, If you follow
.,
which comes after the uestion, gives se iffah a sense similar to

vain

Psalm

.

.

.

the LXX has tais ignuais, meaning, the knees,
Kings
a arently an attem t to inter ret the He rew figure of s eech which
is
ased on the division of the lower ody into two legs. In
com ination with lim ing, the term ossi ly refers to legs of une ual
length.
is e anded in several laces in the
The te t of I Kings
In I

Greek version. In
me

this

verse

day y fire.

the hearts of this

answer me, O

Lord, it has answer

In the ne t verse, instead of their hearts it has
the Greek
eo le. At the eginning of verse

again seven times, and at the end reads,
little cloud like the sole of a man s foot rought water. In verse
,

adds, And the
a

, after

servant went

the Greek adds

a

word and

Je reel.

reads, And Aha

we t and

went to

These additions in the Greek version
e efforts to
a ear to
the
and
in the last two instances tend to o scure the
e lain
te t
clear meaning of the te t, or are indications the translators had a

He rew te t somewhat different than that reserved in the Masoretic
rototy es of the Masoretic
He rew te t had survived in good condition.

te t. One may conclude that the

The

Literary

Structure of the Conte t

The conte t of the Mt. Carmel contest egins with I Kings
and continues to
. Kings
rovides the overall olitical
and religious setting for the crisis that was facing the eo le of Israel.

I Kings
introduces Eli ah as the ro het of the Lord and resents a
series of incidents that demonstrate the validity of his ro hetic

relationshi
of Eli ah s

with the Lord.

Cha ter
gives the circumstances
has the
King Aha , and
crucial contest itself. I Kings
resents the circumstances of
the storm that
roke the drought. I Kings
- descri es the
aftermath of the contest in terms of Eli ah s flight from Je e el s
wrath, and concludes with the Lord s revelation to the ro het
- .
How are each of these sections constructed Are they unrelated, or
do they have onds which hold them as a unit Answers to these
uestions would hel us see the im ortance of the assages under

confrontation with

consideration.

Looking

- , we find these com o
Kings
assage. Verse
rovides the setting in terms of the
is an evaluation of
tem oral dates of King Aha s reign. Verse
Aha s reign and amounts to an indictment of the king. Verses
a are a list of violations of long-cherished religious and moral
values in Israel, going
ack to the covenant of Sinai, with an
ends with another evaluation in
em hasis on olytheism. Verse
the form of an indictment. Verse
highlights a violation of a an
ased on the fall of Jericho Josh.
. Since this act of child
sacrifice occurred within the oundaries of Aha s authority, he is
regarded as res onsi le for it.
During the reign of Aha , a formida le challenger of his agan
ractices arose in the erson of Eli ah whose home was in Gilead to
the east of the Jordan. I Kings
is a rief glim se of the initial
more

nents of the

closely

at I

Yahweh is the True God

confrontation.

Eli ah s message to Aha is in the form of a ersonal
to the reality of the Lord, the God of Israel. Identi
fying himself as the Lord s servant, Eli ah declared that dew and rain
would cease and not come again until he gave his a roval.
The ne t segment is I Kings
- and egins with a standard
oath, anchored

and continues with
statement, a revelation formula
from the Lord com osed of a command
and a romise

Eli ah s o edience to the command,
ravens fed him, and verse
concludes y o
Kerith ceased to flow due to the drought.
notes

verse

oracle

an

.

Verse

relates how the

serving that

the

rook

The third segment in the cha ter is made u of verses - . Verse
is the standard revelation formula, with a command and a romise in
verse
. The ne t verse notes Eli ah s o edience and his discovery of
the widow at the gate of are hath and asks for water. The second
re uest for read
rought forth a retort from the widow, in the

form of an oath

e hortation,

containing

a

. Ne

re ly from Eli ah in the form of an
delivery of a message from the Lord
The
widow res onds o ediently
- .
y noting the corres ondence etween the

t

romise

a

comes a

command and

a

and the segment closes
rovision and the word of the Lord.

The fourth segment is
- , involving the same widow in
whose home Eli ah was staying. Verse
rovides the data for the

crisis of illness and the widow turns
the form of

Eli ah s

uestion

a

concern

Lord

verse

verse

,

a

and

are two
rayers to the
made
of
a
of
accusation
and
rayer
u
uestion
The
the
Lord
lad
re uest.
res onds y reviving

a

sim le

resents the

The segment concludes with
that Eli ah is God s man

- , the

continues

dialogue
oaths,

one

verse

Eli
y O adiah
etween

now

a

healthy

confession

.

shifts and

scene

through

is

new

Eli ah

identification,
and

a

as

oy

the

data is

to his mother
.
widow, recogni ing

given.

This section

and

y Eli ah

one

.

Verse

is

a

re ares the reader for the confrontation
has a
and Aha . Verse
uestion regarding
does

section,

command

The second

y

and is made u of two conversations. One
and contains two
ah and O adiah -

transition sentence which
etween

Eli ah with an accusation in
deal with
. Verses

for the son s sickness. There

has

, and Eli ah

In

on

statement

a

of three su -sections

then

verse

.
-

-

Eli ah

, has the
-

and

delivers

an

accusation

contest itself and is made u

-

. In

verses

-

, Eli ah
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addresses the

and
eo le,challenging them to make a decision
the
laying down the rocedures of a contest
to
which
eo
le
- a
res ond favora ly
. Eli ah then turns to the ro hets of Baal
and commands them to egin their
and they
art of the contest
o ey
. Eli ah ridicules them
and the
ro hets of Baal
intensify their efforts
, ut end in failure
.
The third su -section, verses
- , is the account of Eli ah s art
of the contest. Verses

Eli ah s
verses

relate the re aratory acts,
has
the dramatic act of God. The concluding
rayer and verse
summari e the e ecution of the ro hets of Baal.
-

The third

is made u of verses
- .
ma or section of cha ter
and he o eys
Eli ah commands the king to eat and drink
a.
Then Eli ah rays
and
a
cloud
The
a.
a ears
ro het
and the cha ter concludes
gives another command to the king
with the race to Je reel in the storm
- .
is tied to the receding cha ters in that, regarding
Cha ter
Eli ah, it de icts the aftermath of the contest on Mt. Carmel, and
transition to the work of a new servant of the Lord, EHsha.
Verses l- a serve as the setting and contain Aha s re ort to

serves as a

Je e el

egin
angel.

,

her

with the
Verses

vow

to

kill

ro het s

- a

are a

Then the Lord

Eli ah

and his

flight

- a.

Verses

-

rayer and follow with two visits y an
relating Eli ah s travel to a

transition assage,

ersonally a ears to him
- a , giving a
to the ro het. Since this oracle directs Eli ah into
message
a new
hase of his service, we will not roceed further.
Geogra hical and chronological onds tend to tie these segments
centers in the city of
together. The o ening segment
Samaria, and resuma ly it was there Eli ah delivered his first
message to Aha
. The ro het lived for a while at the rook
near
the
River
Jordan
Kerith,
- , then moved north of the
orders of the kingdom of Israel to are hath in the land of the
Phoenicians
- .
and it was in the
Cha ter
egins with a reference to Samaria
of
that
vicinity
ca ital city that Eli ah contacted O adiah and then
met Aha . The contest took lace on Mt. Carmel and at the conclu
sion of the cha ter oth Aha and Eli ah are shown racing to Je reel
near Mt. Gil oa. Frightened
y Je e el s vow to kill, Eli ah fled
south to Beershe a
and then on to Mt. Hore
.
. The other time references are
Tem oral references egin in
se uential ut largely indefinite, giving no indication in which year
cave.

Yahweh is the True God
years of Aha s reign
time
, ne t few

they occurred. The references are in Aha s
years
, some time later
, until
the day the Lord gives rain
, some time later
, After
a long time, in the third year
from
till
noon
,
morning
until time for the
, at noon
, Midday assed
evening sacrifice
, at the time of sacrifice
, a day s
and
and
interest
Of
ourney
,
forty days
forty nights
.
are references to the drought
there will e neither dew nor rain in
the ne t few years e ce t at my word
, After a long time, in
the third year
I will send rain on the land
, and Mean
while, the sky grew lack with clouds, the wind rose, a heavy rain
came on
.
The
ersonnel of this series of assages tie them together.
Predominately, the Lord, Eli ah, Aha and Je e el are resent, with
the Lord and Eli ah in all sections. The widow and her son are
- , O adiah in
- , the ro hets of Baal are
significant in
in
in
- .
- , and the angel
im ortant
Certain hrases and key words serve as threads which weave in and
out of the several units of these cha ters. The following Hst and
references give some indication of this henomena Lord, God of
Israel,
l,
Lord Almighty Lord God Almighty,
word of the Lord,
,
, ,
,
,
man of God,
, ,
, , , , ,
,
ro het s,
water and allied words,
, ,
, ,
, ,
,
,
,
foods and allied words,
,
,
, , , ,
, , ,
, ,
,
, ,
,
eating and drinking,
die and
,
,
,
,
,
, ,
altar s,
allied words,
,
, , ,
, ,
,
,
y inference
live
and
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
y inference , ,
.
allied words,
,
, ,
,
,
,
,
,
The content of various segments and hrases com ine to ind
is
these
asically an
assages together. The thrust of
nature.
the
same
is
of
indictment and Eli ah s retort to Aha
So is the re ly of Eli ah to the Lord
.
,
or

.

.

.

...

Oaths

to Aha

are

resent in several of the assages. Eli ah s first message

was an

oath

,

the widow of

are hath res onded to
. So did O adiah

Eli ah s re uest for food with an oath
, and the same man re orted that as Aha searched from
country to country for Eli ah, he made their leaders swear they could
not find him
. ueen
. Eli ah re lied with an oath
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Je e el took
would

an

to do so.

y

oath

interesting

e

to

her

own

gods

. It
Eli ah
failure
her
e lain

she would kill

know how she managed to

Revelatory events in which the Lord s oke to Eli ah
cha ters we are dealing with. The first is given in

several

the others

s an the
- , and

are in
and
- . In
,
,
,
,
is
God
s
angel
messenger. The usual content of these events is a
command ut is often aired with a romise. Verses
and
have the same uestion. In every case Eli ah res onds o ediently.
an

In several

Eli ah

are

assages,
found in

rayer is found in

a

, which

,

Most of the
crucial act

on

inding element. Prayers offered y
and
y im lication. Also
the res onses of Eli ah to the Lord in

rayer is

,
, and
identical,

a

may e understood as rayers.
in
the conte t of the selected ortions have
assages
which the trend of events turned, followed y
are

climactic event. The crucial event in
Je e el

.

is Hiel s

and the clima

delivery of food
as well
romise

The

-

to

act

Eli ah
sustaining

of

is Aha s

sacrificing

marriage

his two

a
a

to

sons

is crucial for it fulfilled

ody. The drying u of
a clima
validity of Eli ah s
is the delivery of
message to Aha
l . The turning oint in
God s word to the widow, for it ersuaded her to o ey Eli ah, and the
clima is the ever renewing su ly of flour and oil
- a . The
is the Lord s res onse
crucial moment in the ne t incident
to the ro het s rayer
and the clima is Eli ah s announcement,
is the
Look, your son is alive
. The turning oint in
God s
the

rook is

as

his

for it demonstrated the

dramatic moment when the fire of the Lord fell
is the confession of the

The

and the clima

Lord, He is God The Lord, He

eo le,
the crucial act is the visit of the angel
- ,
. In
for, with the visitation, the ro het s attitude changed from des air
to new ho e. The clima
is the gentle whis er and the voice that
came from it
- .
In terms of literary ty es,
is a udicial indictment, and
the declaration of unishment. The ne t three stories in cha ter
is God

are

Eli ah

miracle stories that validate the
to the Lord.

Overall,

-

is

s ecial servant relationshi

a

covenant renewal

of

event, fol

miracle story that again validates Eli ah s ro hetic
mission in terms of the threat in
, and the release from unish
lowed

ment in

y

a

,

not

their covenant

for Aha s sake

relationshi

ut for the

eo le who

with the Lord. The

had renewed

assage in

is

much like the accounts of call to mission found in E odus , Isaiah ,
E ekiel - , and may e regarded as a recall to mission

Jeremiah
with

a new

as ect of that task

eing

unveiled.

Historical Contest

fully the crucial nature of the contest on Mt.
roader historical and religious factors is
- , is remarka ly rief when com ared
im ortance of Aha in the history of the northern kingdom of

To demonstrate

Carmel,

more

summary of the
called for. The assage,
to the

Israel.

a

kingdom got its start with the successful revolution of
Jero oam against the son of Solomon, Reho oam, who soon set u
worshi centers at Bethel ust north of Jerusalem and at Dan at the
foot of Mt. Hermon. In these centers he laced golden calves I Kgs.
- , for which sin he was condemned and unished I Kgs.
. Aha also was condemned for continuing this olicy I
a.
Kgs.
Since the northern kingdom had no tradition or rocedure for
succession of leadershi , it e erienced much turmoil. Jero oam s
son Nada
attem ted to take his father s lace ut was assassinated
within two years y Baasha, who wi ed out the royal family. After
Baasha s death,
years later, Elah sought to continue his father s
was
ut
killed
y imri who destroyed all others in the
dynasty
family.
A general named Omri re elled and
imri committed suicide.
Omri s ent four years over owering those who resisted his claim to
the throne
ut, once successful, roceeded to ring sta ility to the
northern kingdom I Kgs.
- . Early in his reign he uilt a new
and
it Samaria I Kgs.
on
a
mountain
called
. He ne t
ca ital
and
Dead
Sea and
of
the
of
the
area
east
Jordan
regained control
made a treaty with the sea ower headed y Eth aal, king of the
Sidonians, whose ca ital was Tyre. Omri was ro a ly res onsi le
for arranging the marriage of Aha and Je e el. Peace was made
with the kingdom of Judah.
Omri needed the aid of Judah and the Phoenicians, for the Syrians
of Damascus had ecome strong and aggressive. Even more
dangerous were the ominous moves westward of Assyria whose
rutal ower was centered on the Tigris River.
For the first time in the northern kingdom, a son was a le to
ecame an im ortant
continue his father s ower as king. Aha
This
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olitical figure and no one was a le to challenge his gri on the
throne. With Je e el, Aha en oyed the new ros erity s arked y
his father s olicies, and they enlarged their wealth y e loiting
trade routes that
assed through their realm, and y taking

advantage of the farmers. Even more serious was the strong will of
the new foreign ueen who actively esta lished olytheism with all its
sordid ractices, and enticed Aha to artici ate in them. Worshi
of the Lord God of Israel was for idden and His worshi ers were
hunted like animals. Eli ah was called y the Lord to challenge this
gri of aganism at great risk of life. If the trend continued
unchecked, the worshi of the Lord could ecome a memory only.
The main deities cham ioned y Je e el were Baal and Asherah.
Basically, Baal was the god of storm and cro s and often names of
localities

were

added

as

art of his title. It would a

ear that Je e el
Phoenicians
the
among

referred Baal-Mel art,
o ular
was thought to
e one of his s ecial mountains.
Tem les and altars in his honor were many and his ro hets were
masters in divination and magic. A drought that continued
unchecked for more than three years would e a direct challenge of
his ower and magical tricks with fire were favored y his followers.
As we move now to a closer e amination of the contest itself, it
etween
would e well to note several as ects of the relationshi
Aha and Eli ah. Cha ter
de icts Aha as a old sinner
who es oused the se worshi of Baal and Asherah with enthusiasm.
Eli ah s delivery of the threat of the drought must have non- lussed
him, for traditionally in Israel kings did not harm ro hets. But
Je e el must have stirred him to action. The fact that Eli ah hid
himself in the ravine of Kerith and in the city of are hath, which
ironically was near the ca ital of Je e el s father, and Aha s search
for Eli ah in neigh oring countries, are evidences of the wrath of the
royal household.
When Aha ne t met Eli ah
he was arrogant and hostile,
ut yielded to the ro het s challenge to the contest, for it a eared
to
e a game he couldn t lose. How could one man win against
hundreds of Baal ro hets
During the contest, Aha is in the ackground, ro a ly smugly
awaiting Eli ah s downfall. The failure of the Baal ro hets and the
s ectacular fire that consumed Eli ah s sacrifice must have stunned
the man. He seems remarka ly docile as he o eys Eli ah s
for he

was

and Mt. Carmel

instructions that he eat and drink, and then hitch u

his horses to

Yahweh is the True God

His re ort to Je e el
immediate rage of the ueen.

return to Je reel.

A Closer Look at I

seems

Kings

mild

,

com ared

to the

-

We have

already looked at the te t of verse , ut more needs to
significance. Though the NIV, like many translations,
has
lurred the
ictures ue images of Eli ah s uestion, it has
the
essence of its thrust, How
ca tured
long will you waver etween
two o inions
Eli ah roceeds to face the eo le who ro a ly
were mostly leaders of villages and cities, with ahernatives, which
rought into focus the dilemma they were wrestling with. It was a
conflict etween the state and their religious heritage. If they did
indeed follow the true God, the God of their fathers, they were in
danger of the vicious wrath of the royal family. If they did
wholeheartedly ractice the immoral rites of Baalism, they would
come under the wrath of God and
e unished even more severely
than y famine.
Dilemmas were not unknown y other artici ants mentioned in
. Eli ah lived in the ainful oundaries of a dilemma. If
the Lord did not rotect and su
ort him, he could e destroyed y
Aha , and the king was in the ackground at Mt. Carmel waiting for
an o
ortunity to take vengeance on the ro het.
The widow had felt the angs of a dilemma. If she o eyed Eli ah,
she could lose recious food y feeding him
, and the a arent
loss of her son seemed to e a unishment for hiding Eli ah in her
home. She was angry and afraid. If she did not o ey a man of God,
who knows what would ha en.
O adiah knew the agonies of a dilemma. He had een secretly
hiding ro hets of the Lord, ut at any moment he could e e osed
and killed. The ossi ility that Eli ah might disa ear heightened
that danger. If O adiah did not o ey Eli ah, he would e violating his
e said of its

faithfulness to his Lord.
Aha

did not

seem

reali e it, ut he too faced a dilemma. If he
hets of Baal on Mt. Carmel, he ran the risk

to

gathered his many ro
that they would e discredited

and

destroyed. If he did

not do so, it

would a ear to others he was a coward, and that would enhance
Eli ah s o ularity in the nation. He was stunned when he reali ed

the tra

he had walked into.

king, the ro hets of Baal did not reali e their dilemma. If
they artici ated in that contest, they risked e osure as frauds and
Like the

then death. If they did not enter the contest, they would face re risals
y Aha who would have een humiliated. They too did not see the

tra .

functioning of these dilemmas in all the artici ants in the test
gave to that event its intensity and its crucial character.
The eo le had een challenged to choose etween Baal and the
Lord of Israel
, and the ro hets of Baal had des erately
egged their god to consume their sacrifice. They had failed.
Now it was Eli ah s turn to demonstrate that his God could
miraculously send fire to the altar. Twelve stones re resenting the
tri es of Israel, including oth the kingdoms of Judah and Israel,
The

made u

the restored altar. Jars of water drenched the

altar. An

im ossi le

situation had

The e act time of the

ut it

surely

was

not

evening sacrifice
long
midday, for
after

the other events recorded in

area

of the

een created.
cannot
one must

e

ascertained,

allow time for

ff to take

lace efore dark.
Eli ah s a roach to his God was uncom licated and direct. He
sim ly ste ed forth and rayed. The rayer was not egun with
O Lord, my God,
,
, ut with an a ellation that reached
ack to the ancestors of Israel who first knew

relationshi

to

Moses used in

God

a

A raham, Isaac and Israel the

a

convenant

same

hrasing

rayer after the incident of Aaron and the golden calf

stones
ust stressed that the
u the altar of the Lord re resented all the tri es of Jaco
whose name had een changed y the Lord to Israel cf E .
.
Evidently, Eli ah was seeking every means to em hasi e the
s iritual elements rather than the urely hysical linage of the
eo le.
Eli ah desired that God s act would have a teaching im act on the
eo le resent, so these eo le will know. The ro het well knew
that the truth of true identity of deity did not rest on a declaration

E .
making

.

Note that

that the Lord

was

Eli ah

had

God in Israel.

The truth would have to

e

im ressed on heart and mind y a owerful act of God which could
not e du licated
y human ingenuity.
was
not
Eli ah
asking God to demonstrate His universality rather,
he was raying that God make clear y a owerful act His reality as
the only true God, in contrast to the unreality of Baal. In He rew, the
word translated know
The word often
in

marriage

means more

means to

e

erience

than a gras of fact or conce t.
another y intimate contact, as

and involves acce tance of another

as

friend

or

ally.

Yahweh is the True God
In the covenant, it

has

authority

recogni e a su erior erson as lord who
meaning seems to e what Eli ah

i ieans to

to rule.s This latter

had in mind.

Eli ah regarded himself as a servant of the Lord cf.
, the
ut
Aha
era hath called him a man of god
,
,
re uked him y caUing him a trou ler of Israel
. The Lord
often called His ro hets, my servants, and Eli ah referred this

widow of

la el for he looked

on himself as o edient in word and deed. The
ro
o
serves
that
all he had done u to that moment had een at
het
your command
. He elieved the Lord su orted those who
o eyed Him so, confidently he asked his Lord to act. Eli ah did not
seek self-glory. His concern was for his eo le. He knew they needed

hel

to make

the Lord to
enter

into

their decision in that crucial hour. The

erform

a

a

ro het asked
they could
o ective that really

re-creative work in their hearts

renewal of covenant. This

was

the

mattered.

so

Eli ah had offered a short, sim le rayer of faith, and if nothing
ha ened, all would have een lost. But a wonder did ha en.
The sky was clear of clouds yet, a olt of fire fell u on the sacrifice
had

with intense heat

so

that all of

water were consumed.

it, the ahar, wood, stones, soil and
God had demonstrated that He is in fact

deity.

The Shockwaves of that

mention of the

im act

on

firey

rofound.
rimarily. As

event were

the

eo le

gives
they fell

The te t
one

rostrate and cried, The Lord, He is God The Lord, He is God

in

aired

Lord

with

as

,

and

verse

the

a

ronoun of

only

As

the He rew word for God

true

em hasis, He,

ossesses an article,
which designates the

God, e clusive of all others. Im licitly, the

confession affirms that Baal is

a

false

their choice.
In accordance with ancient Mosaic

deity.

The

eo le

law, the false

for their fraudulence with death.

had made

ro hets

were

unished
Eli ah now turns his attention to a matter of crucial im ortance,
the ending of the drought. He issues orders to Aha
he seemed in a
state of shock and to his own servant, and gives himself to rayer.

rayer is not recorded ut the e ectancy of the
highlighted. In contrast to the short rayer at the altar, this
ersists in rayer and immediately acts when he hears that a

The content of the

ro het

time he

is

a eared.
coming of the

cloud has

The

ower of the Lord u on

Eli ah

was a con-

The

firmation

to

ro hesy,

he

him of God s a

ust

and

ran

roval
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He did not

ort.

ran.

The Covenant Framework
of the Mt. Carmel Contest
The

asic clue that the ancient covenants

were

framework in the work of Eli ah

functioning as the

comes to the surface in
,
,
hrase, The Israelites have re ected your covenant.
Earlier, Eli ah had accused Aha of the same sin, though in different
words, you have a andoned the Lord s commands and have
followed the Baals
. The o ening aragra h of the conte t

with the

of the incident

concern,

on

namely,

Mt. Carmel has

Aha

...

of Israel, to anger than
All of these accusations
.

did

oint

which the

rovoke the Lord,

more to

.

.

a statement

.

ack to the covenant made

same

the God
on

Sinai

E .
- , and it is instructive to com are motifs of our e egetical
assages and their conte t with the original event recorded in
E odus
- , with the first fracturing of the covenant and its

renewal

-

E .

, with

the covenant renewal in Moa

with the first covenant at Shechem
second renewal

Josh.

.

The normal title of the

instances, with Lord, God
Isaac and Israel in
the true

-

Josh.

covenant-making

of Israel in

. In relation to the

Dt.

,

and then the

God is Lord in all

, and God of A raham,

designation of the Lord as
recogni ing the gods and
Canaanites, and es ousing

God,
goddesses of other nations, es ecially the
their immoral ractices are for idden. Such restrictions are found in
E odus
- ,
, ,
Deuteronomy Joshua
- .
,
all tendencies

or

God s attitude toward those
Lord

God

acts

of

whose heart turns away from the

is anger and unishment. Warnings of
Dt.
sounded in E odus
, with which Moses wrestled

our

His anger are
in intercession, and demonstrated in

Anger

is also

in Joshua

highlighted
-

.

in

-

Deuteronomy

The association of oaths with divine acts
and

Deuteronomy

,

-

.

- ,

are

and

unishment.
unishment

found in E odus

. Audi le revelations of God to the

covenant mediator are recorded in E odus

- ,

with
-

-

,

- , , - ,
- , , ,

,

,
-

Yahweh is the True God
The

ossi ihty of divine forgiveness and then renewal of covenant
esta lished in Moses intercessions with the Lord recorded in

are

Dt.

-

,

-

- ,

-

. The covenant events in Moa

and twice at Shechem

tions that

a

roken covenant

Josh.

-

are

demonstra

e renewed and thus served

can

as

recedents for the covenant renewal event on Mt, Carmel.
The most vivid arallels to Eli ah s challenge to make a choice
etween the God of Israel and Baalism are found in E odus
and Joshua

. Declarations of commitment

,
An altar and young
Mt. Sinai E .

, and Joshua
ull sacrifices

-

on

senting
the golden
offerings and
the

are

- ,

dances a out it. Moses

found in E odus

associated with the covenant

in which

tri es of Israel make u
calf, the assem ly sets u

are

.
stones re re

case

the altar. In the incident of
an

altar and sacrifices

destroys

the

urnt

golden
E .

calf and

commands the Levites to kill the offenders, which they do

-

,

which the Lord adds

to

a

lague

.

The demonstration of God s resence and ower
several kinds is evident at various stages of the
covenant at Sinai. See E odus
,
true of the cloud

is

E .

,

through fire of
making of the
. The

same

is

,
though its function
it different. At Sinai the cloud re resented the resence of God

a

and confirmed God s

,

s ecial relationshi

to Moses.

On Mt. Carmel

answer to
rayer, signaling the coming
the cloud served to confirm Eli ah s ro hetic

the cloud marked God s
storm. In so

relationshi

doing,

with God, as did also the fire on the altar.
All these arallels etween the Sinaitic covenant and the several

renewals of it make clear the covenant renewal nature of the contest
Mt. Carmel. Baalism had

on

e

osed

who in
had

declared

The

im ortant

difference

successfully challenged and
now known
y the Israelites,

reality of God was
allegiance to Him. An event
esta lished in Israel com ara le to the

and the

awe

een

An

een

Pro hets

ro hecy

was

in the

that associated with the Lord God of Israel.
The

ro hets

of Baal

are

from Canaanite literature
and

as

wonder workers,

covenant of

Sinai.

at Mt. Carmel

feature of the contest

etween the nature of

of divine covenant

the fundamental

worshi of Baal and

well known from the Old Testament and

as

claimants of revelations from their deity

es ecially

in the realm of

rainmaking.
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Artistic re resentations of Baal show him with a war clu in one
hand and a lightning olt in the other. Divination has to do with the
skills of

o taining knowledge

Nothing in the
divination, though
ro hets of
Baal a ear uite confident as they enter the contest. The cru of the
trial is ower, the ower to do the s ectacular.
Like the Israelites, the worshi ers of Baal offered ulls as urnt
offerings on stone altars, ut it was not usual for them to worshi
without carved images of Baal and live coals resent for the sacrifice.
Yet, Canaanite myths relate how Baal used magic to erform many
remarka le feats. Having mythical tales a out magic and having to
roduce fire at the s ur of the moment are not the same. The Baal
worshi ers were old enough to try, and engaging in their usual
lim ing dance, then their des erate act of cutting their flesh, they
ho ed sym athetic magical owers would e released so unnatural
fire would result. Eli ah well knew that their magic could not e
effective without trickery and dece tion, so he s rung the test on
them at the last moment. These ro hets did not have time for
dece tive re arations, they did not have their idols resent, and the
eyes of erha s several thousand eo le were o serving their every
move. Magic cannot
roduce wonders under such circumstances.
They ro hesied, ut it was a fren y, instead of a roclaimed

contest

a out future events.

ears u on their arts of

message.
In contrast,

the

Eli ah was a true ro het of the God of Israel. Under
oath, he redicted the drought, a challenge to the storm roducing
. He
owers of Baal, and did it in the resence of a mighty king
the
soon
and
oil
of
flour
and
,
redicted the continuous su ly
. The latter is clearly ased on a revealed
coming of the storm
word of the Lord
egins with For this
. The rediction in
is what the Lord, the God of Israel says, which means Eli ah was a
and
. The
messenger of a word received from the Lord cf
first rediction was ased on his servant relationshi to the Lord,
which means Eli ah s word had come from the Lord.
Eli ah was a messenger of the Lord s messages and he was also a
rosecutor of the Lord s court. The ro het s first message was a
ronouncement of udgment, an e ression of the anger of the Lord.
As the Lord s legal re resentative, he ossessed authority and did not
hesitate to give commands, even to the king. He also was an
intercessor, taking on himself the urdens of the widow
and the destiny of his eo le at the drenched altar, so these eo le

Yahweh is the True God
will know

.

.

God s mercy

.

and

e converted. He

ersevered in rayer that
giving of rain
- , and that he,
new
understanding of his mission
, ,
,

e evident in the

himself, might gain a
was gra
ling with des air.
The wonders that accom anied his
ministry were not his own acts,
they were acts of the Lord. He was fed at Kerith y the ravens the
Lord had romised. The continuous
su ly of flour and oil were
fulfillments of God s word
The
restoration of the oy to life
.
was the Lord s answer to
rayer, not a magical result of Eli ah s ody
touching the oy s ody. The fire fell in answer to rayer ecause the
Lord chose to demonstrate His reality
, and the storm came in
God s answer to rayer and in fulfillment of romise
,
. The
final wonder was to make clear to the ro het that the Lord must not
e identified with any natural dis lay of ower, not even fire
ut,
that He comes y means of a gentle whis er, a voice to the inner
eing.
Eli ah was a human eing. He suffered the angs of dou t
and felt the gri of des air
cf James
. Yet, once he knew
for he

the will of his Lord, he

o edient servant.

was a

messenger with indomita le courage,

an

What Does This Mean to Us
The

this

uestion would de end on where we may live in
today. Christians in Oriental countries that are olythe
istic, as in Baalism, or in communistic countries where atheism holds
ower, would a
ly the truths of the event on Mt. Carmel in different
ways. We who e erience the luralism of America need to sort out
a lica le truths in another manner.
We know nothing, e erientially, of a government headed y a
royal family of great ower, though we do know of governmental
agencies who seem to encroach on religious freedoms. Generally
s eaking, numerous deities, idols, outdoor altars and urnt offerings
are foreign to us, though tem les dedicated to Oriental deities are
increasing in num er, and interest in olytheism seems to e
growing. For decades occult ractices have had a ehind-closeddoors e istence,
ut are now o enly
u lici ed in the media,
involving eo le of all ages in its arts.
Ways of worshi ing the true God differ from Eli ah s time. No
longer are stone altars and sacrificed animals acce ted in our wor
shi services. Pu lic e ecution of enemies of the faith has een set
aside in favor of loving our enemies. Nor is the stress rimarily on the
answer to

the world
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God of Israel. Rather, the em hasis is on the God of the universe, the
triune God, the Father, Son and Holy S irit, revealed in the New
Testament.
There
sages
in all

we

are

truths regnant in

have discussed which

nations, in

e egetical as
eo le in all ages,

oth the conte t and
are

all situations.

a

lica le

to

Fundamental to our faith is the truth that the Lord God is not to e
identified with any human eing, any natural o ect, or any natural
ower. God is creator of all these as ects of nature and sovereign
over all. His reality renders all
olytheistic deities and atheistic
theories false. A naturalistic humanism that would e uate nature

deity

with

challenged and so must a government that would
ersecute religious faith and ractice. God alone must e
Lord of Lords and King of Kings.
God s eo le must e challenged to choose etween the revaiUng
and aggressive cultures of our day, and loyalty to the God revealed in
the Scri tures. All must e urged to allow the ower of the Holy
S irit to erform His own kinds of wonders in individuals and in the
ody of Christ, the church. All must witness u licly to their
commitment to Jesus Christ, the revealed Son who was orn, lived,
died and arose again for the salvation of all who receive Him as
must

e

control and

Savior.

The messenger of the Lord must know the written word of God
and know the life-changing encounter that changes the inner eing

u on the soul a fresh word of the Lord for the resent evil
The
true servant will e confident like Eli ah in the authoritative
age.
source of the message and
roclaim it with courage, seeking the
and

lays

conversion of many to God. Though, like Eli ah, the mind may e
u led y the way things are going, and even clouded y feelings of

des air, the S irit will e o en to the visitation of
angels
gentle whis er. The resence of God will e felt anew
and roader hori ons of service will e revealed. The Lord s romises
will e fulfilled and e citement and courage surge through the
loneliness and

and the

soul.
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hrase
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Egy t
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in the

and the events at Sinai.

in the Sinai conte t in E odus

and in many

other

assages. See a concordance.
See the e cellent treatment of this word
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Row, Pu .
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See the hrase, my servants the ro hets, in II Kings
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E ra
Jeremiah
E ekiel
Daniel
,
echariah
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Note the several forms of fire in relationshi to God s acts at Sinai E .
,
,
.
and
which is in a ook organi ed after
The asic law is Deuteronomy
the attern of ancient covenants, oth as a whole and in some of its cha ters cf. , , ,
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,
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and

a

similar statement in

echariah

.

The Godly and the Good Life
The Relationshi Between
Character and Circumstance
in Bi lical Thought
y

David L.

Thom son

The Pro lem

uestion as to whether the godly do or even should receive
good life health, ros erity, longevity is of immense
theological and ractical significance and has een for millennia.
Some im lications are o vious. If there is a direct or even a close
etween moral character and life circumstance, then
relationshi
what ha ens to one in life should say something oth a out God s
attitude toward one and the uality of one s iety.
The current revival of well-intentioned ut sim listic resenta
etween iety and ros erity is evidence of
tions of the relationshi
enduring ractical interest in the su ect. The fact that such works
can
e rofusely furnished with su
orting i lical te ts should also
indicate that the uestion may e significant for i lical theology.
The ro lems raised y such a ro osition are nowhere descri ed
more starkly than in Ecclesiastes
- . There, one of Israel s most
that looking only at life s
writers
o
served
candidly
rovocative
that
snares
all men, one could say
circumstances, es ecially death
nothing either a out the uality of individuals iety or a out God s
dis osition toward them. We are o viously in God s hand, he said,
ut whether it is for love or hate man does not know Ecc.
.
He continues in language strikingly reminiscent of contem orary
e istentialists stating that, viewed from the ers ective that the godly
receive the good life, Everything efore them men is an a surdity,
since one fate comes to all, to the righteous and the wicked Ecc.
.
The

the

Thom son is Assistant Professor of Bi
As ury Theological Seminary.

Dr. David L.
at

lical Literature

Less fervent souls

osed the same ro lem more caustically to
Malachi. This ro het reached God s call for sincere worshi
Mai.
and His romise of a undant lessing for an honest tithe
Mai.
- . His ske tical listeners retorted that, as far as they
could o serve, it would make no ractical difference whether
they
o eyed or did not. To them God a eared to delight in evildoers
and such ersons seemed to ros er, utting God to the
Mai.
test with im unity Mai.
. Such ama ing statements as those of
the Preacher s es ecially led one to sus ect that a study of the whole
matter could
rovide an o ortunity to think through again the
henomenon of i lical revelation itself. To a artial outline of such
a study we now turn.
The

Background

In the matter of the results of o edience to

Yahweh, as in many
other matters, God s early efforts to teach His eo le met them at
their own, ultimately inade uate level. With regard to reward and

unishment one may call it that, though there is more involved God
first revealed Himself to Israel in terms familiar to them from their
environment.
This accommodation contrasts with
of instruction called for

Yahweh s
the

agenda
thought of Israel s environment,

orn of divine revelation. In

a

a

world

some
a

radical

oints at which
de arture from

radical, cultural mutation
re lete with gods and their

images, where ersonal and cultic religion was inconceiva le without
fertility worshi and magic, Israel s roscri tion of idols and her
conce tion of Yahweh as essentially ase ual and eyond the reach of
sym athetic magic are ut two among many such astounding
oints. Thus, while it is unwise to ground a case for divine revelation
the other human
on an e aggerated view of Israel s uni ueness,
istic e treme which insists that one must descri e novel
configurations in Israel s religion as having their origin in an orderly
set of relationshi s which follow the usual ty ological se uences of
historical change
i.e., must not resort to theological causes will
not do ustice to
i lical evidence either. A refera le a roach

avoids

oth of these e tremes and

as a

eautiful

father would

model here.

the whole

rocess of

legitimately revelation.
teaching young Israel to walk
image
child
take a tottering
- is a
y the hand Hos.

accommodation and instruction
Hosea s

sees

as

of Yahweh s
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To return to the

oint, while Yahweh radically altered Israel s
of
who God might e and how they might relate to Him, He
conce ts
allowed them in the eginning to conceive the results of o edience or
diso edience

to Him in terms familiar to them from their
environment. A survey of the literature from the nations surrounding
Israel makes this clear. So writing on the good life in Meso otamia,
Thorkild Jaco sen comments,

Thus the way of o edience, of service and worshi
way to achieve rotection and it is also the way to
success, to the

and

long life,

highest

honored

sons, wealth.

, is the
earthly

Meso otamian life health
standing in the community, many

values in

This

theological construct of life undergirds, for e am le, The
Poem of the Righteous Sufferer from the Cassite eriod in Ba ylon
mid-second millennium B.C., roughly contem orary with or shortly
rior to the time of Moses . Here a sufferer reasons that his illness is a
lot deserved y a wrong-doer, not one devoted as he is to the gods.
Another Meso otamian work, ro a ly later, advises, Reverence
for the god roduces well- eing, sacrifice rolongs life, while a
rayer from the Neo-Assyrian eriod, roughly contem orary with
the Israelite monarchy, reasons from the same view oint as that of
the righteous sufferer in the Cassite
eriod of the revious
millennium.

Turning from Meso otamia to Asia Minor, a Hittite Daily
Prayer of the King fourteenth century B.C. reathes the same air.
In its hymnic section it is affirmed, The godly man is dear to thee, oh
doest e alt him.
Then in the concluding
Tele inus, and thou
section the rayer continues with the re uest that Tele inus less the
royal family and Hatti land the Hittites with
.

.

.

.

.

.

Grant them sons
enduring life, health, long years
Grant them fertility of grain and vine, of shee , cattle and
eo le Grant them a man s valiant and victorious
wea on Set the countries of the enemy eneath their feet
From Hatti land drive forth the evil fever, lague, famine
and misery And the o osite for the enemy
.

....

.

.

....

Down the coast and closer to

Israel, the

eo le

of

Ugarit e hi it

The
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and the Good

Life

assum tions a out the relationshi etween the godly and
instance, one may cite the legal ractice of using
an oath not only to guarantee truth,
ut to discern falsehood. The
serious assum tion here is that a dishonest erson actually will refuse
an oath
efore a deity, fearing re risal from the gods for a false oath
real
the
theological ackground of the now meaningless ractice of
re uiring oaths in court . i It is not an accident that in Ugaritic
mythology the river is Judge River, a designation one would e ect
to derive from the ractice of trial y ordeal that rests on the same
theological construct. Throw the accused in the water the innocent
survive, the guilty drown.
In Egy t, already in the third millennium, this view oint is
attested. The Instruction of the Vi ier Ptah-Hote , which in
general counsels on how to e a good state official without reference
to the gods, also includes the following note Satisfy thy clients with
what has accrued to thee, what accrues to one whom god favors.
Finally one may recall the reasoning of Israel s immediate
neigh or, the Moa ite king, Mesha ninth century B.C. . From the
same
remise he saw con uest of Moa y kings Omri and Aha of

the

same

the

good life. In this

Israel

as

evidence that Chemosh Moa s god

was

angry with his

land.

E am les

could

e

multi lied.

The few cited here were taken from

oints of the com ass, from the third millennium through the
mid-first millennium, and from divergent literary genre
hymns,

all

rayers, letters of state, wisdom te ts and u lic commemorative
documents in order to show that the view oint summari ed y

Jaco sen

on

assum tions

the

good life

in

Meso otamia was

one

of the

edrock

of the whole ancient Near East.
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The Old Testament s Dominant View

significance of the receding material for this discussion is
view oint reflected is much the same view oint assumed in
A review of the lessings and curses which
Sinaitic covenant.

The

that the

the

conclude the covenant, Leviticus
this. O edience to the covenant

and

Deuteronomy

, su

immediate concrete

orts

lessing

rings
curses.
rings the o osite
This view was not rigidly im osed on all of life so that every evil
could necessarily e e lained in terms of diso edience. Neither was
service to God reduced to an e change of worshi for gain. The
in this life. Diso edience

narrative of A raham s

odyssey focuses on the nature of his
relationshi with Yahweh uite a art from whether A raham
And Rosea
e eriences anything of God s award or not.
of
field
and
flock
as
from
recogni ed lessings
God, in s ite
coming
of Israel s unfaithfulness Hos.
- . Nevertheless, the content of
the covenant at the oint addressed here had a su stantial influence
on Israel s
thought and rovided the theological ers ective for
e tensive amounts of the Old Testament.
The classical

ro hets reached assuming the m c conscience in
e informed y the covenant s laws
and lessing-curse e ilogues which were formally an integral art of
that covenant. Amos assum tion clearly was that Israel should have
inter reted one calamity after another, famine, drought, failure of
the harvest, failure in war, and e idemics as Yahweh knocking at
their door, as von Rad correctly o serves, i.e., as immediate,
concrete results of their sin,
rought in accord with the covenant s
and
curses
- .
Amos
lessings
This
oint, of course, is not universally granted for various
reasons. For e am le, one of the most outstanding recent students of
the ro hets, Hans Wolff, does not allow that Amos
, elongs
to the
himself.
For
reasons
which are not
ro het
stylistic
com elling and recisely ecause of the o vious arallels with
and more loosely Deuteronomy
Leviticus
, Wolff feels these
in
Amos
stand
in
to
the
Holiness
Code, which
stro hes
ro imity
ro a ly came into eing in the latest eriod of the re-e ilic cultus
i.e., at least a century after Amos . In other words the lessingcurse formulae are not
art of the ackdro against which Amos
could have reached, ecause they elong to literature formulated
only late in the monarchy. In this regard, Wolff is heir of the classic
critical view and its treatment of Deuteronomy. D. R. Driver, for
, viewed Deuteronomy as heir of the ro hets,
e am le, in
es ecially Hosea, o and regarded the arallels etween Amos and
as unconvincing and inca a le of
Deuteronomy
roving Amos
the
formulae
of
with
the
covenant.
Driver
familiarity
lessing-curse
failed to see that similarity in content is not really the oint. Amos
oth Judah and North Israel to

reaching assumes the covenant s curses. Without them the
warnings fails com letely so Wolffs solution would e
logic
refera le to Driver s if these are the only alternatives .
From a different tack, Martin Noth has attem ted to rove that
the lessing-curse o tion in Deuteronomy resents a real way-of-life

whole

of his
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and

way-of-death choice that can only have
monarchy, ased on later e erience,

late

and the Good

Life
its sit
not

im le en in the

on

old covenant

form.

All of these
the

relationshi

measures are

of the

roven unnecessary y recent studies in
to treaty curses in the Old Testament

ro hets

and the ancient Near East. On the

Killers argues

asis of e tensive analysis, Del ert

convincingly against the fragmentation of the lengthy
and ust as convincingly or the
lessing-curse list in Deuteronomy
of
Israelite
covenant
form, com lete with
ro hets knowledge
and
in
curses
the
lessings
already
eighth century B.C. Not only so,
ut this understanding of the relationshi
etween character and
circumstance remained the ro hetic frame of reference on into the
restoration eriod. This is clear from the reaching of Haggai and
Malachi. Haggai es ecially reasoned from e ternal natural effects he
o served in the community
oor harvest and hard times. Hag.
to moral causes neglect of the tem le
uilding ro ect for selfish
The
reasons,
, .
assages noted earlier in Malachi show the same
- ,
- . Israel s historical ooks are
oint of view Mai.
written from that ers ective as well.
There are im ortant e ce tions to e o served, the most striking
of which is Isaiah
. Here the sufferer is not only God s righteous
servant instead of a wicked man ,
ut He suffers redem tively for
The
that such a situation trou led
fact
the sins of others Is.
- .
some sectors of later Judaism is reflected in the Targum s treatment
He is
of this cha ter. There Yahweh s Anointed does not suffer
made the victor.

weh

.

He

We,

was

not

He,

raying

are

and

accounted stricken

answered,

not was

o

efore Yah

ressed

and

. He shall deliver the nations like a lam to the
But this stiking theme is not ursued y Isaiah,
.
slaughter
and certainly does not ervade either the ook or the ro hets.
The ersonal suffering of such ro hets as Jeremiah and Hosea
demonstrated the need for additional revelation on the relationshi
etween covenant-kee ing and ersonal well- eing. Jeremiah s
suffering was the direct result of his o edience to Yahweh s
commission. And the
ersecution he consistently met led to a
s iritual and vocational crisis of ma or ro ortions in his life Jer.
. Nor does the story have a ha y ending. His career ends in
disgrace in Egy t Jer. - . But the matter is not ursued from
etween character and
the stand oint of the general relationshi
circumstance. For these e eriences of the ro hets, the rigid
afflicted
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The

a

lication

of the covenant s

traditional wisdom

sufficient.

descri tion

The covenant s view of the

lessings

individuals and the

to

of the devout

erson s

lot

were not

godly and the good life that rovided
ro hets reaching a ears also in

the framework for much of the
Israel s wisdom and

worshi literature. It is well known that in
Israel s wisdom literature the cult, the covenant, and the history of
Israel are cons icuously a sent.
It is also well known that Israel s

wisdom literature is among the most cosmo olitan of her works,
with close ties in form and content to the wisdom heritage of the
ancient Near East. Prover s

-

ears

literary ties as close as

any yet o served in the Old Testament to an e tant, e tra- i lical
work in its relationshi with The Instruction of Amen-em-o et, an

Egy tian com osition

of

erha s

the

early first

millennium B.C.

And the Book of Prover s itself identifies material drawn from

Still, this writer remains
unconvinced that the Old Testament s wisdom literature is really as
devoid of cult and covenant language as is fre uently claimed.
outside Israel in

-

cha ters

.

Whatever the source. Prover s is uilt on the same view of the
godly and the good life already seen in the covenant and echoed in the

ro a ly reflects oth Israel s wisdom contacts with
recall the Ba ylonian and Egy tian wisdom te ts
cited at the eginning of this study and the ervasive influence of the
covenant on Israel s thought at all levels. The righteous and wise in
Prover s are romised health, ros erity, longevity
life, while
the wicked in re eatedly contrasting aragra hs and ma ims are
romised destruction, ad times and death. A study of the lessings
and curses of Prover s yields a list earing striking resem lance to
the covenant s lessings and curses. This same view oint is found in
numerous Psalms, some of which e.g., Ps.
and
,
,
,
,
are called
wisdom Psalms among other things ecause of their
similarity to the two ways of Prover s at this very oint.
To this oint, it has een the intent of this article first to show that
with regard to the matter of the relationshi
etween character and
circumstance the godly and the good life , God egan instructing
His eo le in terms familiar to them from their environment. We
have then seen that this view that o edience to God rings or is
health and long life,
earthly success
closely tied to rotection
in
the
honored standing
community, many sons, wealth to re eat
Jaco sen s words is assumed roadly in Israel s legal, historical.
ro hets. This

her environment

.

.

.

.

.

.
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wisdom and cultic literature.

ro hetic,

This construct of life had the
the issues

sim lifying
relationshi

either

one

edogogical advantage of
was

or

was

with the God of Israel, and there

not

in covenant

were

clear results

attached thereto. Furthermore, there were, to e sure, actual life
circumstance results that flowed from kee ing or not kee ing God s
covenant. But there
was

inade uate

instance, that the ins ired
to comment

Aha , who

on

the

was at

im lications

the

same

time

said, and this view oint y itself

of the
one

ros erity

and

of Israel s most

ower of

ros erous,

kings a theological conundrum .

Old Testament itself addresses
ne t matter for

e

for all of life. One may notice, for
analysts of Israel s history did not venture

and most wicked

owerful,

to

was more

to account

some

of these difficulties, which is

The
our

investigation.
Difficulties Faced

The most o vious

ractical difficulty with the view that the godly

good life is that it does not consistently
romises notwithstanding Jo
- ,
- . It is highly significant that the liturgy of Israel s own
worshi incor orated material calculated to hel the individual
worshi er meet this difficulty. Psalm , dou tless sung or chanted
y many in Jerusalem, descri es the crisis of faith individuals will

should and do receive the
work that way

the covenant s

often face who attem t to understand all of life from the Old
Testament covenant s ers ective of lessing-curse. The o vious
ros erity and well- eing of some even latantly wicked and
ersons can cause envy and disillusionment Ps.

las hemous
, the Psalmist saw again that
. In the course of worshi Ps.
and
the wicked often are swe t away utterly y terrors
His
more significantly, he affirmed that knowing God and
resence
were more im ortant than the destiny of the wicked anyway
.
In

a

head

e tensive fashion, the Book of Jo meets the issue
Jo , like Prover s, has little, if any e licit reference to
ecial covenant relationshi with God or with Israel s cult.
the mind is that the friends of Jo , whose view oint is

far

on.

more

s
oggles
is, for all
in the end ronounced inade uate y Yahweh Jo
covenant
s
the
of
lessings and
ractical ur oses, the view oint
curses.
No enlightened Israelite could have missed the similarity. At
the same time, and more o viously. Jo is the erfect wise man,
Israel s
What

The

As ury Seminarian

descri ed in terms

erfect and
resounding with wisdom overtones
cf. Prov.
God
and
from
evil
fearing
turning
Jo
introduction chs.
- makes erfectly clear from the

u right,

oth

. Jo s

eginning that his calamities have not een caused y any sin, hidden
o en. If anything, his iety has occasioned the trou le Jo
the
. Defending
view oint that is at once the traditional view oint

or

of the ancient Near East, of the covenant and of the standard wisdom
literature in Israel, the friends s oil it y e aggeration and are

eventually

led to force facts to fit their

Whether this

understanding

of life. o

ins ired ualification of the orthodo view is a later
reservation standing eside it all along is difficult

develo ment

or a

is customary in some circles to assume that such a roadside
traditional view oint Jo
- , it is stressed in those terms
could not have emerged until the covenant s ethic and assum tions
to say. It
at the

individuali ed, or until the wisdom school had rigidly
categori ed the e uation that wisdom iety roduces success. But
had

een

oth of these lines of evidence

nothing

necessitates
himself

est inconclusive. There is

are at

itself, outside of its theology, that
date later than the early monarchy or even efore. Jo

in the Book of Jo
a

was

known to E ekiel

E ek.

,

as a

figure of great
a arently

Daniel who is

anti uity,
alongside
udging from the association with Samuel to e identified as the
atriarch of Ugaritic legend second millennium B.C. .
More im ortantly, dating the individuali ation of iety redom
inantly in Israel s later centuries is ro lematic. It is true that
Jeremiah and E ekiel contri uted greatly to a heightened conscious
ness of each
erson s res onsi ility to God E ekiel, cha ters
and
are
,
rightly cited in this regard . It is also true that the
Noah and

named

covenant was

inclined to

a

with the nation. And modern Westerners

see

ersonal religion

are no

where it may not e ist. But

dou t

having

granted that, one must add that individual iety can e traced to
earliest days in Israel. The atriarchal e ics must surely have given
ersonal vitality to the cult, with their focus on the attitude of the
mem er of the covenant

community

toward the

who esta lishes the covenant.

It must also

Psalter is full of

works

dee ly ersonal

romise

of the

one

e remem ered that the

as well

as

communal

songs

many of which elong in the early years of the monarchy. Reading
the early ro hets, it is uite clear they did not make an artificial

distinction

ronounced

etween national and individual
the

same

res onsi ility.

Amos

doom u on individuals he confronted

the

of Bashan, Amos

cows

Iff. and the

riest Ama iah,

-

as

he did u on the nation. By the nature of the case, it was the individual
who did or did not kee the covenant, and the individual s fields,
flocks, families and affairs where many of the covenant s lessings
and

curses

would either

e reali ed

or

missed. Furthermore, the
een asking Jo s

e tra- i lical material shows that individuals had
very

uestion

centuries.
een

a

What have I doner

There is

no reason

why

this

Jo

-

,

master iece

art of Israel s wisdom teaching from

near

for

cannot have

the start.

may decide a out the date of the ook of Jo , the
is clear. Setting the ma or character outside Israel Jo is an

Whatever

one

oint
U ite , this thoroughly He rew work deftly, ut o viously,
ualifies the view oint of Israel s covenant and her standard wisdom
stance or erha s
etter, e tensions or e aggerations of them y
the
fact
that the relation etween character and
underscoring
circumstance most certainly cannot e reduced to a fi ed e uation.
In this case suffering is ut in the ur oses of God of which none of
the arties involved ever do receive an ade uate com rehension a
lesson for modern theologians .
The Old Testament s other ma or ualification of the traditional
view oint is, as we have already seen, the ook of Ecclesiastes. Here
one faces the
ro lem of the unusual He rew of the te t, not what
one would e
ect from a Solmonic en. Little o ective evidence
a
eyond cou le of Persian words really demands a late date. Su
osed Greek hiloso hic influence is seldom claimed among recent
students, who
And the

stress the

language

writer s contact with traditional wisdom.

is not

so

much

demonstra ly

late

as

highly

Moreover, every student who has had the e erience of
knowing very well the orthodo dogmatics of his tradition and at the
same time
eing ainfully aware of stu orn data that sim ly is not

unusual.

with those constructs, will e reluctant to refuse the
work to Solomon or his scholars sim ly on theological grounds.
Again, whatever the date, the oint is clear. In s ite of e tensive

com ata le

uotation of standard wisdom sayings and a conclusion that e horts
caution in making many ooks along this line Ecc.
, the
ins ired writer oldly claims that e erience sim ly will not e
forced into the rigid atterns of reward and unishment, lessing and
cursing one might deduce from the ma ims of the sages see Ecc.
again and o viously e ected in o ular
Mai.
in
Israel
- . The Preacher s
religion
e h.

distur ing

erce tion

of the

com ounds his distress. Jo
life eyond the grave, his

universality

had also

seen

and

that

finality

of death

ho e for
mitigated, ut he

if he could

redicament would e
a
des air of such a ho e a clear no, in Jo
ossi le
The
yes, in
- , though the assage is very difficult .
Preacher erceived that time and chance ha en to all men
regardless of their character Ecc.
, and there seems to e little
correlation etween men s iety and the ane or lessing that comes
seems to

to

them in life. As

circumstances alone

Ecc.

-

a

In these matters and

reface

owerful

is at

one

articular
again .

character of

result, he concluded that from life s

a

to the

a art from
ro lems for

loss to say much a out the moral
a out God s attitude toward him

or

others, the

ook of Ecclesiastes forms

a

Incarnation and the New Testament. This

uestions which sim ly

ook asks the kinds of

answer

a

erson

ecome flesh.

the Word

have

no

ade uate

Its candid

eliever

a sim listic view of character and circumstance
oses
which many modern elievers, who are often influenced more y the
old covenant than y the new in this regard, must consider more

carefully.

We will

now

these matters.

roceed

to the New Testament s treatment of

The Truth in Christ

Reading the Gos els, one recogni es that the disci les along with
etween
their contem oraries understood the relationshi
life
circumstance
in
character and
the traditional way Jo
- ,
from the ers ective of the covenant s lessings and curses and of
the standard wisdom teaching. It is also clear that Jesus ut Himself
over against that view. The disci les reasoned, for instance, that since
most of

orn

a man was

Jn.

.

lind,

someone

had

Jesus understood the

conse uence of sin,
ff. . And Jesus

sinned, either he

suffering

not

or

his

arents

in terms of the

ut with reference to the

ur oses of God Jn.
a out the moral character of the

uestions
slaughtered y Pilate and the Samaritans killed in the
tower accident Lk.
- a arently denied any necessary
their
etween
iety or lack of it and the ill that efell
relationshi
Galileans

them. At the
character to

,
A

same

destiny

cf. Amos

time He affirmed the eventual

relationshi

and called all His hearers to re entance

-

com arison of the

.

Old Testament s

eatitudes

such

as

of

Lk.

in Ps.

standard wisdom

song with Jesus eatitudes as gathered y
Matthew shows
significant shift. The Old Testament les
sings curses are largely immediate, concrete results of character. In
Matthew
- , the lessings are largely internal and eternal
ut
the
within
disci le or laced in the eschaton. And suffering as a result
of or at least involved in Kingdom life is e ressly antici ated Mt.
- . One learns that rain and sunshine are the e ression of
God s love, unrelated to covenant-kee ing Mt.
cf. the
,
assum tions a out rain in Lev.
- .
Jesus call to disci leshi with a cross involved a whole rea raisal
of the Sinaitic covenant s
asic remise a out the relationshi
etween character and circumstance, together with the refle es
,

a

a

studied earlier in other Old Testament literature. That the Messiah
should suffer

totally une ected to the disci les Mk.
- .
This is em hasi ed y the recurring u ta osition of Jesus
announcement of His death with
erico es demonstrating the
of
lack
disci les com lete
com rehension of the significance of that
fact. And that the Messiah s disci les would also suffer was ust as
- . Their ama ement that the rich
une ected Mk.
was
not a sign of acce tance in the
ruler
s
ros erity
young
Kingdom given his other signs of iety rises from the same source
- .
Mk.
This revision of the old covenant s ers ective ermeated the
a ostles later understandings. They later lived out of assum tions
uite different in this regard from those, for e am le, of Amos.
are
Natural events
catastro hes of weather, heahh, fortune
a
of
from
moral
descri ed y them uite a art
causes,
viewing
way
things foreign to the Old Testament. Luke tells of Aga us ro hecy
of famine in the em ire without any reference to udgment Acts
and Dt.
cf Joel
- ,
- . So also Paul s e eri
ence in the Mediterranean storm is treated as a weather henomenon
in which the a ostle was caught, without reference to anyone s sin
- . Contrast the treatment of Jonah s e erience in the
Acts
ut com letely different
same sea, similar weather,
storm in Jonah
and
circumstance.
character
a
out
assum tions
Romans
erha s most clearly reveals the advance that
new covenant assum tions
rought in the treatment of character
and circumstance, the understanding of the relation etween the
godly and the good life. Paul catalogues overwhelming disasters and
was

distresses and in the face of them all is a le to affirm God is for us

Rom.

,
. One must see that this list includes old covenant
and Lev.
famine, nakedness, sword review Dt.
with
Amos
of
Israel s sins
again, along
- , e ress signs
and of God s conse uent dis leasure. But in Paul s mind they are
neutral events, unrelated directly to s ecific, moral causes and
effects, laced confidently in the hands of a sovereign God who is
working in love on ehalf of His eo le Rom.
- .
In the course of this crescendo of affirmation the a ostle uotes
Psalm
For thy sake we are eing killed all the day long we are
regarded as shee to e slaughtered, and does so e ressing

curses

confidence in God s continual work of love in the world. The
Psalmist

uoted had uite a different view For him the fact that the
worshi ing community was killed all the day was a grievous
ro lem. Where was God Aslee
Ps.
. Didn t He see their
Had
not
een
faithful
An entirely different
light
they

assum tions.
keystone of the entire shift is the whole oint of the Pauline
What is
affirmation. E actly how does Paul know God is for us
the asis of this astounding confidence in view of what he had een
through He grounds his confidence in God s love in recisely the
in God s
same
lace the rest of the a ostolic community did
in
It is
of
that
love
Christ.
and
demonstration
uni ue
unam iguous
set of

The

God s love

in Christ Jesus

Rom.

that God did not s are His own Son
is the key
- , as reviously in

ositively
in giving Christ .
viewed

a out either his

,

demonstrated in the fact

ut gave Him u for us all that
, where again suffering is

ecause of confidence in God s love demonstrated

The nakedness, eril and sword do not tell Paul
character or God s dis osition toward him. The

own

life, death and resurrection of Christ did and still do. Note the
Phil.
,
- .
re eated com arisons ased on this E h.
It is the same with St. John. How do we know love By God s
rovision for our asic needs, y ros erity, rotection or healing
Perha s, ut that is certainly not the asis of John s confidence that
God is love in all that comes to one. In this is love, not that we loved
God

ut that He loved

sins I

also

Jn.

matter what

ha

ens

us

and sent His Son to
and Jn.

to us We know

.

it

God

e the
w

at the

of our

iation for our

ecause He demonstrated it

dee est
oint
y meeting
Him, from ourselves and from each other Col.
was heading in the right direction Ps.
us

e

for us We know it no

need

our

.

-

alienation from
the Psalmist

Godly and the Good Life

The

Rowley contends that

when Jo

finally found God in his suffering,
resence is given to men of integrity
adversity alike he found consolation

when he discovered that God s

iety in ros erity and
eyond which the New Testament did

and

not go. But that is not so. The
of
Christ
us
told
us
more
than that God is with us
resence
among
Immanuel , although it certainly demonstrated that It said once

and for all, that not only is God with us, ut He is forus He loves us
He loves us And it is this fact that roduces
songs in the Phili
ian

ail

and

a

outlook in

none-of-these-things-can-se arate-us-from-God s-love

suffering.

The very uestion which the Preacher saw to
of
life in this world Ecc.
ro lem
- has een con
answered.
We
can know whether we are in God s hands
vincingly
for love or for hate. It is for love.

e

a

chief

Some

Im lications

One of the most o vious

Brief

im Ucations

Suggestions

of

a

study of this

sort

is its

im act on one s conce t of i lical revelation itself. There is more
ha ening in this articular rocess of divine edagogy than
clarification of earlier truth. The earlier view is ultimately inad
e uate, and is shown to e so in the Scri ture itself. And yet catego
ries of errancy or inerrancy truth or falsehood a lied to the old
covenant s view are not sufficient. Such categories do not do ustice
to God s whole attem t to communicate with men in thought forms
they would understand, while at the same time working through an
agenda of divine instruction which would, given the fullness of time,
thoroughly remake their minds. This survey demonstrates once
again the need for a use of the Scri ture that takes develo ing
revelation seriously into account and goes eyond the sim le transfer
of any i hcal aragra h from the Scri ture directly to the modern
setting. Wesley s tendency toward a flat Bi le shows u in his
understanding of this whole motif. In his sermon on the Cause and
Cure of Earth uakes, he reasons ust as Amos and Jo s friends
would have done. Earth uakes are seen as udicial acts rising from
moral causes. Wesley s directive u on the occasion of such events, is
to fear God, re ent, and elieve the Gos el.
Significantly Wesley
states that no one who elieves the Scri tures can deny that sin is the
One
moral cause directly so of such divine animadversions.
that
to
eHeve
ut it is clear
may disagree with this udgment,
otherwise one must come to gri s seriously with the develo ing
nature of inscri turated revelation.

The

Perha s

as

im ortant,

a ove should lead

of the

lessings

one

As ury

Seminarian

i lical revelation outlined

the direction of

uestion wides read contem orary

to

which those who know Jesus may e

views

ect. It should

arently un ualified romises in
such assages as John
first in light of their immediate conte ts
and then in light of the ualifications inherent in the new covenant
itself and in the e eriences of the a ostles who assed them on to us.

suggest the need

to

This should involve
One will look

inter ret

a

the

renewed

dee er

one s life.
new

covenant

kingdom of
stand Mt.

God

-

we

uest for

than his

information either a out one s
The

a

new

i lical view of success.

a

house and

s irituality

or

God s

strength

for
u on

reserves the trust that as we seek first the
are cared for in ways we do not fully under

. And

the

a ostle

Paul at least lived without

a arent worry a out the asics of life Phil.
God and His eo le would care for him, and that
find

good o
lessing

in Christ for whatever

came

to

-

, confident that

etter still he would

him. But the asic frame

of reference is different than in the old covenant.

healthy Christian realism is est ased on an understanding of
the godly and the good life along the lines outlined a ove. All
suffering and ain in the world sim ly cannot e accounted for in
terms of direct cause and effect relationshi s etween the character
of ersons and what ha ens in their lives. One is not com elled to
call tragedy and suffering somehow the will of God, e ce t in the
roadest sense that for reasons com letely eyond the
very
com rehension of most of us He does not choose to avert them. Nor
or Why did God do
must one ask of every tragedy, What did I do
this
Rather one can look s uarely in the face of oth good and evil,
tran uility and tragedy, and call them e actly what they are. God s love
is seen clearly in neither, ut rather in the giving of His Son.
Finally, a truly glo al faith demands a foundation that includes
material of the sort found here. One sus ects a seed-faith e uation
of the godly and the good life is ossi le only from the comforta le
ew of the fat cat American church. It sim ly cannot come to
terms with the fact that saints around the glo e whose character is
a ove re roach are not going first-class all the way and never will, if
indeed there will e enough read to survive until ne t year. The
Scri ture affirms that God is for them too
A

The

Godly and the

Good

Life
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the very ackground of Ecc.
, in the Preacher s com laint that
all alike, to the righteous man and the wicked
to the one who
...

who is afraid of an oath. The RSV, shuns an oath, is, I think, too
weak for yare . The righteous man has nothing to fear and su mits to the oath the
wicked man, if he elieves the revailing view, is afraid to su mit to the oath. How can
swears

and the
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